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Electromigration Induced Abrupt Change of Electrical Resistance

in Aluminum Interconnection
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Extremely sensi tive res istance change measurements of electromigration
(EM) and simultaneous SEM observations are perforned in aluminun inter-
connection. It is found that three types of abrupt changes in resistance
(ACR) oecured during EM; downward step,downward spike and upward step.
Experimental resul ts strongly suggest that a downward step corresponds
to void formation,and an upward step eorresponds to void annihilation.
ACR is considered to be caused by rapid change of excess vacancy numbers
concomitant with void dynamics. A new accerelating test of EM by the
detection of ACR is proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Scale shrinkage of VLSI demands higher
current density for aluninum interconnec-
tions. In this si tuation, electromigration
has becone a key factor vhich determines the

life time of interconnections. As the thin
filn technology develops, it takes mueh

longer time to evaluate MTF (mean time to
failure) than before, so that accerelating
test of EM endurance is strongly required.

Resistance change methods have been uti-
lized by many authors since early time of EM

research. The evaluation of activation
energy using the resistance increasing
ratel) turned out to be invalid when the

line vidth became as small as the grain
size ,because the resistance change exhib-
ited very complicated manner in this re-
gion2). 0n the other hand, noise measure-

ments have been recently proposed as a non-

destructive and sensi tive method3) ' 
4). Ue

have noticed that abrupt changes in resist-
ance (ACR) were observed when L/fZ noise

occured.

In this paper, H€ focused our attention on

ACR for the purpose of understanding EM

A-2-2

degrading process. In order to elucidate
characteristics of ACR, ue acconplished

extremely sensitive measurenents of resist-
ance change and simultaneous observations

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

These methods enabled us to correlate ACR

and the void dynamics exactly.

2.DPERII{ENTAL HETHODS

I{e used pure aluminun films deposited by

DC magnetron sputtering onto thermally
oxidi zed Si waf er. hle patterned stripes by

reactive ion etching, and annealed at 450t

for 15 minutes in N2/UZ ambience. Stripe
size was 0.8prm in thickness, 2.7An in width
and 13501tm in Iength. In order to detect
very smal I resistance change, we used bat-
teries as the current source and low noise

amplifier. Figure I illustrates the measure-

ment system. In order to keep current densi-
ty constant, the resistor of 50 times as

large as the sample resistance was directly
connected to the Al stripe. AC coupling with
time constant t Has set between the stripe
and the amplifier, so that only the resist-
ance change f as ter than r was ampl i f i ed. l{e

used t of lOsec or 100 sec in experi-
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FiS.l Experimental system of resistance
change measurement.

ments. The relation between net voltage
signal V(t) and signat Tttl which is AC

coupled is expressed as fol lor{s.

Ttt* 0t l=r?tt)+v(t+ 6t)-v(t)l.exp(-At/t) (t)
I$e cal cul ated V ( t ) us i ng the s tored data of
Vttl fron (1). He could detect resistance
changes as small as 10-7 in ratio by this
method.

lie al so accomlrl i shed SEM i n-s i tu observa-

tions and simul taneous measurements of
res i s tance change. I{e used shor t s tr i pe

(100rrm in length) in order to get good

correspondenee between the local geometrical

change of stripe and the resistance change.

3.EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ACR

Typical example of resistance change

during EM test until the line disconnection

is shown in FiS.Z. The resistance increase

during the first 50 seconds was due to
joul e heat i ng. Then, res i s tance change

exhibited nearly monotonous increase until
the failure except two strange behaviors of

rapid increase and subsequent decrease at

840see and 1550sec. llhen ve looked into nore

detail, ve could find lots of ACR whose

magni tude ranged from 10-6 to l0-2 in re-
sistance ratio. By careful measurements, u€

found that there were three types in ACR as

shown in Fig.3. The first was a downvard

step corresponding to an abrupt resistance

decrease (FiS.3-a), the second vas a dovn-
ward spike corresponding to a rapid resist-
ance decrease and recovery (Fig.J-b), and

the third was an upward step corresponding
to abrupt resistance increase (FiS.3-c). The

duration of resistance change of ACR dis-
tributed between lOmsec and 1O0msec. Dovn-
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ward spikes had strong tendency to occur
periodieally.

There are two stages in the behaviors of
ACR as shown in Fig.4. During the first
stage whieh was until 30 minutes from the
beginning , the magnitude of ACR increased

from t0-6 to l0-3 in ratio. After that (the

second stage) it distributed from l0-5 to
rc-z randoml y.

In order to exanine temperature dependence

of ACR, we chose time average of resistance
fluctuation due to ACR; which was expressed

as folows.
(ACR)= ( 1/ t0)'E lAVtl ) Q)
Ue took 

"nouit long time t0 for averaging.
Figure 5 shows tenperature dependence of
(ACR> at the first stage. Each data is the

average value of 5 samples. It is notice-
able that (ACR) exhibi ted Arrhenius type
temperature dependence wi th the activation
energy 0.47eY. This value wel I coincides
wi th that of EM MTF (mean time to fai lure)

dB(AR/R)
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Fig.4 Appearances of ACR during EM test.
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Fig.5 Temperature dependence
average voltage fluctuation due

for pure aluminum. This suggests that the
mechanisms which cause ACR and EM fai lure
are the same.

4.SEi{ IN-SITU OBSERVATIONS AND SIUULTANEOUS

MEASURETIENTS OF RESISTANCE CHANGE

During the first stage of ACR, we ob-
served gradual growth of voids and hillocks.
In the second stage, complex phenomena such

as void movements , coalescences and anni-
hilations were observed. It was remarkable
that a large void which crossed more than a

half of the line did not necessarily grew

fur ther . I t sone t i mes moved to ca thode

di rec t i on and changed the shape. hthen

void movenents or annihi lations oecured,
lots of ACR were observed.

It should be enphasized that a rapid void
annihilation accompanied by enormous resis-
tance increase and a subsequent void
fornation accompanied by resistance decrease
were observed as shown in Fig.6. Two voids
observed in Fig.6-a suddenly annihilated
in I ess than 0.2 seeonds (Fie.6-b) , then

Fig.6 The observation of the void anni-
hilation and subsequent formation (a)-
(c) and corresponding resistance change(d). Arrows indicate times when photo-
graphs were taken. 200 C, I . lxl07 A/ cn? .
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new voids were formed in very short time at

cathode's s ide vi th di s tance 1 .5 frm (Fig.6-

c). The resistance change during this proc-

ess is shown in Fig.6-d. Abrupt increase in
resistanee amounting to 43% was observed

when the void was annihilated, and rapid
decrease to the initial level was observed

when the void vas forlned again. This phenom-

ena gave the strong evidence that void
dynamics was the origin of ACR,

S.DISCUSSIONS

It is interesting that resistance in-
creased when voids were annihi lated. This
can be understood by postulating that voids

were decomposed to vacancies. It is probable

that the resistance increase due to electron
scattering by vacaneies exceeds the resist-
ance increase by the existance of macroscop-

ic void, By using the value of vacancy

resistivity5) and supposing local increase

in vacancy concentration due to void decom-

position, void annihilation in Fig.6 can be

estimated to almost 7.8% increase in resist-
ance.

It is renarkable that a void of considera-

ble large size annihilates or nucleates in

such a short time. hle consider that a

change of loeal stress caused an instabili-
ty of a void. EM induced grain boundary

migration or geometrical change due to void

- compressive
--- tensile

lnddnelcnrz
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Fig.? The change in free energy
ated with the void formation in
Al lattice.

and hillock formation may alter flux diver-

gent si tes. Subsequenily, stress distribu-
tion changes.

I,/e calculated free energy ehange of void
nucleation in a stressed lattice, which are
shown in Fig.7, I t is clear that cri tical
radius rc gets small when the stress is
tensile, and it gets large when stress is
compressive. I t is deduced that a void
which gradual ly gr0ws under the tensi le
stress wi I I suddenly annihi late when the
stress changes to compressive enough.

6.CONCLUSIONS

From our experiments, folloviing conclu-
sions are obtained.
( I ) I,ie f ound tha t three types o f abrup t
changes in resistance (ACR);a downward step,
downward spikes and an upward step.
(2) An upward step corresponds to rapid void
annihilation, and a downward step c0rre-
sponds to rapid void nucleation.
(3) Temperature dependence of ACR is Arrhe-
nius type vith the activation energy 0.47eV.
(4) A deteetion of ACR enables us to predict
the EM endurance in a very short time.
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